Using a method of complexification of coordinates it is shown how certain of the Twisting "D" metrics may be obtained from corresponding Non-Twisting "D" metrics.
Newman and Janis 1 were able to show how one could obtain the Kerr 2 metric from the Schwarzschild metric using a certain complex coordinate transformation of the metric variables. Kerr, in a later paper, with Demianski 3 was able to show that a combined Kerr-NUT solution could also be produced using the same method. The same procedure will be used here to generate the Twisting "D" metrics of Kinnersley 4 from Non-Twisting "D" metrics. The following type "D" metrics are complexified :
' du 2 + 2 du dr -r 2 (dx 2 + cosh 2 x dy 2 ) ... The metrics are written in complex null-tetrad form allowing the radial coordinate, r, and the constant, m, to take complex values. In complex null tetrad form metri c (1) becomes: 
